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                                 Problem

How does the width of a rubber band affect how far it will launch an                

                                               object?



Purpose

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the energy potential 

of different widths of rubber bands as  measured by the distance 

traveled of the propelled object.



Hypothesis
 

If the width of a rubber band is increased, then the distance traveled 

by the Nerf bullet will also increase.



Variables

There were two variables in this experiment:

● Width of the rubber band

● Distance the rubber band was pulled back



 Materials
List of materials:

● Tape Measure
● Ruler
● Slingshot Frame
● ½” Wide Rubber Band
● ¼” Wide Rubber Band
● ⅛” Wide Rubber Band
● Yellow Foam Nerf Bullets



Procedure
The Procedure Has Six Steps

● Cut Rubber Bands
● Attach Rubber Bands To Slingshot Frame
● Pull Rubber Bands Back At Three Different Distances
● Record The Distance Traveled Accurately With The Three 

Different Sizes Of Rubber Bands
● Take Pictures Whilst Experimenting
● Make A Graph That Records The Distance Traveled With Each 

Size Of Rubber Band



Graph
             



Results And Data
   



Research
I consulted the following websites:

● nthurston.k12.wa.us

● scienceline.uscb.edu

I learned after reading on these websites that most people had 

the same results: The wider the rubber band, the farther it will 

launch an object.



Conclusion

This experiment aimed to determine whether changing the width of 

a rubber band would affect the distance traveled. It was 

hypothesized that increasing the width of a rubber band would 

change the distance that the Nerf bullet would be propelled.



Conclusion

The hypothesis was correct; the wider the rubber band, the farther 

the Nerf bullet traveled. The problem was resolved and there are no 

more unanswered questions. There were no known errors in the 

experiment. While this experiment does not present any obvious real 

world application, it is possible that the results of this experiment 

could be utilized in the military or in the production of toys.





    


